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You might call him a serial yacht buyer, or a man in a relentless 
pursuit of perfection. American businessman and billionaire Herb 
Chambers loves boats so much that he’s built six so far, and they 

keep getting better. 
Words: Julia Zaltzman / Photography: Guillaume Plisson for Abeking & Rasmussen
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T
he sixth incarnation of this aptly-named vessel, and the 

fourth built by German shipyard Abeking & Rasmussen, 

80-metre Excellence is a masterclass in artistic discipline; 

a fine balance between creative freedom and owner’s 
lifestyle. Launched in May 2019, British studio Winch Design have 

pulled off a symbiotic relationship between exterior design and 
interior styling. Central to this are the vast, flowing spaces adorned 
with references from the East Coast Art Deco era, and details inspired 
by her American owner, Herb Chambers’ outstanding automotive 
collection. 

There is no denying that Excellence is a yacht with difference. 
Praised by the judges for being both contemporary and versatile, 

she unsurprisingly scooped Finest New Superyacht and Best Exterior 
at the Monaco Yacht Show 2019 awards. Key features include an 
expanse of mirrored glass that flanks her exterior, and an arresting 
triple-height atrium in the interior. She has become known as the 
yacht that resembles a spaceship.

Starting out at 75m, and growing in size to the eventual 80m, a 
patriotic nod to America is evident in both Excellence’s head-turning, 
rear-inclined American Eagle bow (inspired by the shape of the bird’s 
beak) and the red and blue stripes on the water line, the latter being 
a design quirk that Chambers has carried through all of his previous 

yachts. A sculpture of the bird also sits in the main deck atrium, one 

of only two in existence, the second of which resides in the White 
House.

Chambers’ experience in the art of yachting is self-evident. He 
plucked the five-year old Winch concept off the shelf (albeit a 120m 
version) and set about making it his own. Not shy in coming forward 
with ideas, his customisations are informed from life aboard his 
previous five vessels. One such request was for all guest bedrooms to 
be located on one deck, with extra-large windows. Affording amazing 
views and sight lines from all six main deck guest cabins, the cohesion 
between the interior arrangement and the complicated exterior 
aesthetic is one of the main benefits of undertaking both elements of 
yacht design. 

Stretching an incredible  five metres high, and weighing a hefty 
1.3 tonnes, the breadth of exterior glass that visually links the main 

deck, owner’s deck and bridge deck is an engineering first for Abeking 
& Rasmussen. Its existence is complemented by the use of mirrored 

glass throughout the yacht, selected for its ‘dynamic’ appeal.
“You never know when you start a project if you’ve made the 

correct decision,” says Hans Schaedla, CEO at Abeking & Rasmussen, 
“especially with something like the glass structure on Excellence, it 
took a lot of engineering and proved very challenging. But the more 

we progressed into the build, we all believed that we had achieved a 
fantastic project.”

Around 32 different types of stone, from granite flooring to backlit 
white onyx adorn the interior areas of high-traffic. No less than 
two tonnes of ‘teak wood’ stone flooring features in the luxurious 
main deck spa area, equipped with underfloor heating, a sauna with 
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hemlock wood seating, a steam room, massage table and sprawling 
views out to sea. Textured leather and 3D surfaces create a tactile 
space, while 24 different types of wood, from oak to Japanese ash to 
sycamore, work in unison to enhance the calming aesthetic. 

Paying homage to Chamber’s private collection of 25-plus cars 
are imaginative automotive details observed at every turn. The shape 

of a wheel in the main saloon ceiling is mimicked directly beneath 
in the patterned carpet. The six day heads are each inspired by a 

different car, from a Ferrari Daytona to a navy Bugatti Veyron to 

a Bentley GT. Silver car grills feature on the sides of the sofas and 
hallway cabinet, and even the custom-made window mullions in the 
bridge deck lounge echo the dashboard of a 1960s silver Mercedes. 

“You may never notice that there is ribbed fabric in the interior,” 

explains Andrew Winch, founder of Winch Design, “but ribbing, 
which is on the fantail of a Cadillac, is part of the interior signature.”

Likewise, the bridge deck lounge is a key space for Chambers, 
who is prone to taking both lunch and dinner on the aft deck. 
It benefits from a sunken bar area, designed to ensure that when 
guests are seated in either the lounge or aft deck they will be at the 
same head height for ease of conversation. This floor also houses 
Chambers’ study, which converts into a dedicated sick bay if required, 
and has direct access to both the bridge and captain’s cabin. 

Excellence’s Captain, Ray Shore has been in the employ of 
Chambers for more than 20 years, spanning multiple yacht builds 

and they’ve traversed the Seven Seas together. It’s an enduring 
relationship reflected in the generous size of the captain’s cabin.

Move up one floor, and you discover Chamber’s inner sanctum, 
the owner’s “penthouse” deck. Floor-to-ceiling windows in the master 
suite fulfil Chamber’s desire to “feel outdoors”, as does the exposed 
horizon. Non-continuous decks allow for two private owner’s 
balconies – one that wraps around the bedroom and one that wraps 
around the aft area. “It gives a sense of privacy to his deck, but then 

creates the triple-deck atrium to the staircase,” explains Winch.

For the experienced designer, however, the secret to Excellence’s 
success lies in how the yacht reflects Chamber’s lifestyle, which is 
epitomised by the beach club area on the lower deck. Likened to 
celebrity hotspot Cinq sur Cinq in St Tropez, the aft beach club 
marries relaxation by the water’s edge with the ease of accessing the 
yacht’s water toys. 

“We have many concepts that are outrageous and different, 

but Excellence centred around the client and his brief,” explains the 

Winch, “to build around the dream to have his sixth yacht stand out 

from the crowd.” It’s fair to say that this goal has undoubtedly been 
achieved. 
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